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Abstract
The mathematical modeling of scheduling was established based on analyzing methods of solving TSP, and
scheduling in AS/RS is concluded to be the methods of solving TSP. In order to solve TSP of scheduling in AS/RS, a
modified genetic algorithm is applied. At last modified genetic algorithm, 3-opt heuristic algorithm and FIFO
compared with each other by simulating result of them.
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1. general method of solving TSP
Logistics system is an important subsystem in advanced manufacturing system, which is the base on
normal working of manufacturing system, AS/RS is a regulating center of logistics and holds an important
place in manufacturing and automation, automatic storage system and retrieving system centering about
AS/RS is composed of blank, finished product and clamping fixture, which is the core of logistics.
In order to implement AS/RS to coordinate to work with manufacturing system, to make AS/RS in-
time reply the out-entering warehouse demand of manufacturing system and to reduce excessive work-in-
process and work being held up for lack of materials in manufacturing system. Associating with the needs
of production system base on looking up large quantities of documents in connection with topic, overall
systematic study and analysis are given from the theory to the experience.
At present, scholars of many research fields at home and abroad are studying and will continue to study
TSP, which because of TSP shows all aspects of combination- optimization, TSP is a typical problem of
new testing algorithm, such as simulated annealing, tabu search, neural network, heuristics and genetic
algorithm are all tested by TSP[1]. Now, if in large-scale, exact solution is generally difficult to obtain and
the solution obtained at different time varies even if using identity algorithm. The same to classical genetic
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algorithm, thus, one research program is to design a genetic algorithm considering each merit of them.
Generally speaking, the methods of solving TSP are to be divided two classes, one is refinement algorithm,
the aim of which is to find an optimal solution in theory; another is approximate algorithm, which is only
need to find a better solution. Compared with refinement algorithm, approximate algorithm is simple and
has small quantity of calculation, which is to be divided three classes: an algorithm for building a travelling
path, an optimal algorithm for travelling path and intellectual algorithm.
2.The methods to solving TSP of scheduling in AS/RS
2.1 Using a modified genetic algorithm to solve TSP of scheduling in AS/RS
The application of modified genetic algorithm :By counting the optimal solution of vary examples, if
Pci is defined as: centered about each city of the optimal solution Ci to make a circle, the radius of the
circle is R, R is gradually increased from zero until getting the adjacent city, then write down the number
of cities in the circle Pci, Max (Pci) is the maximum in Pci, i=1, 2, …n. The statistical results are as
follows, See Table 2.1. From Table 2.1, we can conclude that the probability of Pci=1 is above fifty
percent, that is to say, the probability of choosing the minimum edge starting from Ci point is great for
each city Ci, not to choose a city in n-1 cities, but choose a city in Max (Pci) cities nearest to Ci, then the
optimal solution is inevitable to be found for n TSP of cities. Compared with using GAS to solve TSP and
simplified the solution space n! as nMaxPci, when n is bigger, the benefit is quit well. On the other hand,
for the limited solution, it is difficult to express the solution and design the genetic operator, but which can
be overcome. Table 2.2 is the result of new algorithm (experimental result). The calculating result by using
C language to program for TSP of existed optimal solution is given, See Table 2.2. The results show that
the optimal solution obtained by using new algorithm is basic equal to the existed optimal solution and the
computation time what the new algorithm to use is obviously shorter than using general GAS.The
conclusion: GAS genetic algorithm is an effective self-adaptation searching strategy with extensive use,
but if analyzing and simplifying the structure of the solution, GAS algorithm is more ffective.
Table 2.1 the statistical results of vary examples
Example Max(Pci) The number of the cities when Pci=1 Optimal Solution
21-1 8 11 1560
100-1 9 55 3112
CNN-144 13 61 30347
1000-1 19 545 9505
Table 2.2  the result of testing
Example Existed OptimalSolution
Optimal solution obtained by using modified
genetic algorithm
Worst solution obtained by using modified
genetic algorithm
21-1 1560 1560 1560
100-1 3112 3112 3112
CNN-
144 30347 30347 30457
1000-1 9505 9505 9861
The process and program of calculation : In this paper, using total no-load time as evaluation function is
much more satisfying practical situation, by calculating total no-load time of each chromosome, the total
time is regarded as fitness. The shorter the no-load time, the higher the fitness, by comparing the size of
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fitness, the chromosomes of needing to choose in next generation are decided. 30 chromosomes of the
highest fitness survive and other chromosomes with lower fitness are killed, the process and program of
calculation are as follows:Using MATLAB language to program, the main procedure is as follows:
Begin
• The current task is whether to demand processing or not, if have, turn into 2, if not, wait in situ.
• Define all current tasks needing to process, or the gene number m.
• t←0; a chromosome is generated by heuristic rule, and then other 39 chromosomes are generated at
random, which is pop-size of this generation.







	  j is the j-th executive task to estimate chromosome of this generation,
then fitness of each chromosome is obtained.
• according to formula to calculate probability of each chromosome.
• According to the probability taking from step 5 to construct a runner. Rotate the runner 30 times and
choose a chromosome to put in new pop_size every time.
• According to formula, Pc=0.9-t/2000    t500 Pc=0.5     t500 to solve the crossover rate cp , then
the number of criss-cross chromosome is sizenpoppc _× .
Chosen sizenpoppc _×  chromosomes in population at random, intersect according to the heuristic.
• Variation rate mP is 0.005, then total gene of needing to vary is msizenpoppm ×× _ , generate
msizenpoppm ×× _
 number at the interval from 0 to 1 at random. Each generating number is multiplied
by msizenpop ×_ and n gene in nth chromosomes varies. Vary using the heuristic variation method.
Both criss-cross chromosome and variant chromosome are put in npop_size so that new pop_size is
generated.
• According to formula to estimate chromosome of this generation, then fitness of each chromosome is
obtained.
• According to formulato calculate probability of each chromosome.
• Finishing time of next task is whether to come, if comes, choose chromosome with maximal fitness for
optimal solution and terminate the task, turn into 1; if not, identifying fitness of all chromosomes are
whether to approach to a numerical constant, if approach, terminate the task, turn into 1; if not , tt+l,
turn into 6.
End
2.2 Using standard heuristics to solving TSP of scheduling in AS/RS
Path construction method: T For the way of path construction, the initial sub-path usually choose apex
at random. There are many choice standards, which are approximately to be divided into several classes
as follows:
• Insert and choose untreated apex at random.
• Insert and choose untreated apex with the minimum distance to current sub-path.
• Consider the cost of each untreated apex in all insertion-positions and choose the cheapest one.
• Insert and choose untreated apex with the maximum distance to current sub-path.
• Consider the cost of each untreated apex in all insertion-positions and choose the most expensive one.
For previous five methods, it is proved in the document [5] that the fourth and the fifth method are
better than other methods. Edge-exchange algorithm is the most famous path modification algorithm,
which is to use r edges out of current path to replace r edges in current path as long as the path is rounded
and the length of path is shorter than the front. The procedure of r-opt (r=2,3,; r is the changed edge)
algorithm is:Delete r edges in existed path, adding new r edges to other paths is so that the path are kept
complete, if the varying shorten the length of path, hold the varying; if not, try to have a new exchange by
deleting and increasing different edges. Repeat step (1) until all possible changes are attempted and the
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length of path can’t be modified, then trap in local minimum. Exit, the obtained path is regarded as the
result and output, the bigger the value of r, the stronger the function, the solution is more approach to
optimal solution in theory. But on the other hand, the bigger the value of r, the more the variable times,
thus computation time is greatly increased, in reality, the effect is not very well when r is oversize, so 2,3
and 4 are generally used for the value of r. It is proved that 3-opt algorithm is superior to 2-opt algorithm,
but considering computation time, 3-opt algorithm is also better than 4-opt algorithm. In order to compare
with modified genetic algorithm for solving TSP in AS/RS, 3-opt algorithm with stronger ability and better
flexibility is used. The thought of which is to remove three existed edges and increase three new edges.
The three removing edges are denominated for r1, r2 and r3; the three increasing edges are denominated
for n1, n2 and n3. A simple illustration is given. See Fig. 2.1a, Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.1c.
Step 1: choose the first removing edge r1 at random, see Fig. 2.1a, r1 consists of c and b.
Step 2: choose the nearest route from b, supposing a is chosen, if the direction is from a to b, then d point
is must be passed and r2 is the second removing edge, at the same time, increase an n1 edge, n1 consists
of a and b, see Fig. 2.1b. It is remarked that the initial route becomes a ring and an independent line after
removing r1 and r2 and increasing an n1 edge.
Step 3: To establish the solution of TSP, new lines must be increased in Fig. 2.1b.By calculating the cost,
we find that the route is the shortest after inserting n2 and n3. See Fig. 2.1c
Fig. 2.1a Fig. 2.1b Fig.2.1c
The calculation procedure and program of 3-opt algorithm: The main procedure of modified 3-opt
algorithm is as follows:
• Initialization. Let t is equal to 1;
• Choose point, choose five continuous points including v(t-1),v(t),v(t+1), v(t+2),v(t+3);
• Evaluate solution, transpose three points in the middle, compute the length respectively, s1,s2,s3,s4,s5
and s6 are gained correspondingly; for example: five points are ranked according to priority: v(t-
1),v(t),v(t+1), v(t+2),v(t+3), then computation length is s1=d[v(t-1),v(t)]+d[ v(t), v(t+1)]+d[v(t+1),
v(t+2)]+d[v(t+2),v(t+3)].
Compare s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6 and choose the minimal, use relative sequence of five points to replace the
sequence from v(t-1) point to v(t) point in original path. If t=n, end; else if t=t+1, turn into.
• The data in the map are tested by using typical NP-hard with TSP of 30 cities, the integer is the code of
city.
Fig. 2.2a before using modified 3-opt algorithm to optimize Fig. 2.2b after using  modified 3-opt   algorithm to optimize
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See Fig. 2.2a, before using modified 3-opt algorithm to optimize, local optimum solution is obtained
by using ant colony algorithm, the path-length of which is about 436.80; See Fig. 2.2b, after using
modified 3-opt to optimize, the path-length is about 424.69. The modified content includes:
route: 16-28-27-29-26 is modified as route: 16-29-28-27-26
route: 24-8-14-15-10 is modified as route: 24-15-14-8-10
route: 9-8-3-2 is modified as route: 9-3-18-2
In document [6], best result is obtained by using GAAA algorithm to iterate first, which is mentioned
four times, where using modified 3-opt algorithm to optimize has three times and two times can gain
optimal path. The advantages of modified 3-opt algorithm areas follows:
Use modified 3-opt algorithm to optimize for obtained path each time, path can be optimized almost
every time and more approximate solution or optimal solution is obtained.
High speed, the time complexity is 0(n) and n is the number of city. It is remarkable that modified 3-
opt algorithm can be used to optimize for some routes several times.
In general, the procedure and program of 3-opt algorithm is as follows:
Begin
Defining the task is whether to need to process at present or not;
Give a current path at random;
Choose the first removing edge r1 at random in the current path;
Modify the path according to the method in previous example;
Judging the time is whether to come or not, if come, end, turn into 1. If not, judging the path is
whether to need to continue modifying, if need, choose the first removing edge at random in the current
path, turn into 3.
End
3.The experimental result and discussing
3.1 defining the parameter
Specific parameters are given according to practical situation. The average velocity of the kinesis in
direction of x ( xv ) is 40 m/min, the average velocity of the kinesis in direction of z ( zv ) is 8 m/min, the
average velocity of the kinesis in direction of y ( yv ) is 5 m/min, the length of every grid L is 1m, the
height H is 0.5m and the width is 1.06m. The projected dimension of a block of shelf is )(672.1216 mmm ×××× ,
where there are 2112 shelves. The ground clearance of shelf is 0.5m.
3.2 Test of Stability Analysis
Stability is an important relief on detecting algorithm, stability analysis for scheduling algorithm by
using modified genetic algorithm is taken with the parameter in3.1. In this paper, several scheduling for the
same task generated at random by computer are given, checked out the obtained solution is whether
approach or equal or not every time, if inequality, calculated the error. Three represented data is chosen
from the ten groups, see Table 3.1. Calculated 20 times for the same task of every group data, then optimal
solution, worst solution, mean, span and standard deviation are obtained. The results show that the span
isn’t above 1.6 and standard deviation isn’t above 0.6 by using modified genetic algorithm to schedule, it is
proved that the algorithm with good stability can meet the need of engineering practice.
Table 3.1 Stability Analysis of Modified Genetic Algorithm
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Serial Number 1 2 3
The Number of Task 415 470 515
Optimal Solution 36.17 40.62 45.79
Worst Solution 37.37 41.74 47.37
Mean 36.51 41.01 46.35
Span 1.18 1.12 1.58
Standard Deviation 0.44 0.36 0.57
3.3 Comparison and analysis for three algorithms
In order to test the modified genetic algorithm is whether superior to other algorithms or not,
emulation and comparison are given. The program of modified genetic algorithm and 3-opt algorithm are
respectively seeing 2.1.2 and 2.2.2, FIFO algorithm sequence according to the appearance subsequence of
task, to process the task of requiring to process in sequence, if joined a new task, using the management
system of computer to process immediate predecessor. According to the formula 3.9 and 3.13, calculated
the no-load time what FIFO scheduling algorithm need. Generated the task like in 5.3.2, respectively used
FIFO, 3-opt algorithm and modified genetic algorithm to schedule for 350 tasks, the CPU is Intel P1.8G,
the memory size is 256M and the hard disk size is 44G.. The result is seen in Fig. 3.1.
Fig. 3.1 Image Comparison of Three Algorithms
Obviously seen from Fig.5.5, at the first stage of computation, because of the solution is generated at
random by using 3-opt heuristic algorithm and modified genetic algorithm, the no-load time is long, with
the modification of path by using 3-opt algorithm, and with the evolution of population by using modified
genetic algorithm, the solution obtained by which is better than by using FIFO algorithm in a short time,
and at the same time, the solution obtained by using 3-opt algorithm and modified genetic algorithm is
similar. With the gradual increase of computation time, the solution obtained by using 3-opt algorithm and
modified genetic algorithm is approach to optimum solution or suboptimum solution and begin to stabilize,
3-opt algorithm is close to stabilize when the time is about1.4s and modified genetic algorithm is close to
stabilize when LOS, which show that the scheduling strategy of using FIFO with requiring to fill in
excessive no-load time is the worst, compared 3-opt algorithm with modified genetic algorithm, we find
that the solution obtained by using modified genetic algorithm is better than by using 3-opt algorithm, but
in the aspects of spent computation time, the computing speed of using modified genetic algorithm is much
faster, that is at the case of time resource restricted, modified genetic algorithm has a more visible
advantage and can meet the need of on-line scheduling of AS/RS.
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4  Conclusion
In this paper, base on generalizing the problem of solving TSP, the strategy and algorithm of using
modified genetic algorithm to schedule for AS/RS is presented, by compared with 3-opt heuristic algorithm
and FIFO, the results show that modified genetic algorithm has several advantages such as follows:
• The algorithm needs little computation time to converge in direction of optimal solution, which make
realizing on-line scheduling possible and can avoid a series of problem generated by the limitation of
computation-time resource.
• The algorithm has stronger computation stability, therefore, the difference among the scheduling results
is little when scheduled the same assignment task, which is hard to confuse scheduling.
In adaptability, for the algorithm emulating the rule of evolution in nature, so which has stronger
adaptivity and robustness.
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